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Topics

Recent results on stabilization methods for resistive wall kink
modes, including re-examination of plasma rotation stabilization

A new method has been found by which liquid walls could
potentially increase plasma beta by a substantial factor

An estimate of the lower bound on normal magnetic field
components due to plasma/liquid interaction for axi-symmetric
cases

New equilibrium code under construction to investigate APEX
relevant issues:



Stabilization of Kink Modes in
Tokamaks

Recall: there are 3 approaches

1) feedback
2) plasma rotation
3) fast flowing liquid wall

At April 2001 meeeting, I reported that to achieve high beta, many
toroidal mode numbers had to be stabilized (For ARIES AT, n =1
to > 4.  For κ =3, n = 1  to ~10?)

Stabilization of such a wide range of mode numbers presents
challenges. (If only the lower n modes are  stabilized, beta suffers
considerably)

In a recent significant accomplishment, DIII-D demonstrating long
term wall stabilization using plasma rotation for the n=1 mode.

In light of the above, I review the relative merits of these
approaches for APEX along with some illustrative calculations

I also consider whether it is possible to generate the required
plasma rotation in a way compatible with APEX goals



Better Physics Models are Needed

To satisfy the need for a realistic calculation of high beta pressure
driven kink modes suitable for resistive wall stabilization
calculations, Linjin Zheng and myself are deriving a model
(progress will be reported at October APS meeting)

Pending development of this model, we use a cylindrical current
driven model of kink modes for resistive wall mode calculations (as
is usually done within the physics community for wall mode
calculations)

Guided by the theory of resistive wall modes, we adjust the
parameters of the cylindrical model to match the stability
characteristics of realistic, full geometry ideal MHD code runs
(GATO, PEST) for an aspect ratio 4, elongation = 3 case.



Stabilization by fast liquid metal flow

We use a “split”  geometry such as found in cliff (or L. Zahkarov
magnetic propulsion)

Surprisingly, fast flowing is more effective at stabilizing high n
modes than low n modes

Growth rate of resistive wall kink mode vs. 
flow velocity for different mode numbers
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(The flowing wall is taken to be at a distance from the plasma of 5% of the
minor radius)



Points to note:

Sn, when operating within the recommended erosion limit (flow <
10 m/s) and for 2 cm thickness, has R = .7 :

stabilization of n = 1 modes is not achieved

However, high n mode numbers are stabilized

Lithium at 10 m/s (2 cmthickness) has R =1.4 and barely
stabilizes the n =1 mode

Since Li can attain twice the magnetic Reynolds number as Sn, it
is much better for kink mode stabilization

Note that active feedback has roughly complimentary
characteristics:

For active coils significantly far from the plasma, it is easier to
stabilize low n mode numbers

Thus, a system for stabilizing the lowest n modes with feedback
and higher n modes with wall rotation may be best.



Comparison of Stabilization by Wall
Flow and by Plasma Rotation

Stabilization by plasma rotation is least effective with the
conducting wall close to the plasma, which is the opposite of flow
stabilization (and also feedback stabilization)

For parameters roughly characteristic of modest subsonic plasma
flow ( M ~ .3) , for the n = 1 mode:

Growth rate of n = 1 resistive wall kink mode vs. wall 
distance for "Cliff" flowing wall and plasma roation
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Stabilization of n=1 modes with a close fitting metallic shell
present (d / a ~ .05 ) is very difficult using plasma rotation (i.e.
unrealistic plasma rotation speeds are required)

d/a ~ .05 corresponds to the CLIFF case with liquid metal



Stabilization of higher n modes by
plasma rotation

The same figure for n = 3 is:

Growth rate of n = 3 resistive wall kink mode 
vs. wall distance for "Cliff" flowing wall and 

plasma roation
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Plasma rotation is much more effective at stabilizing higher n
modes



Improved Stabilization of n = 1 Modes
Using a Segmented Grid

Stabilization of n = 1 modes by plasma rotation is greatly enhanced
with a novel conducting shell consisting of a grid of elements.

A grid of many separate toroidal and poloidal elements, where
toroidally adjacent elements are electrically connected to give a
toroidally continuous current path, but are electrically connected
poloidally only through appropriate inductors and resistors.

These could be located behind the blanket and shield and
connected to the grid elements with thick wires.

This grid is much more effective for stabilization of kink modes
with plasma rotation, and also stabilizes the vertical instability,

In the case above with a standard shell, stability for n = 1 required
d/a > 0.23 (not a close fitting shell)

With the grid above stability for n = 1 is possible with a close
shell: 0.03 < d/a < 0.13 . (Stability for n > 1 is also improved.)

A continuous liquid metal wall in front of the grid nullifies it’s
advantages. Suitable walls are SiC & Flibe, or a highly

discontinuous conducting wall (e.g.soaker hose).

Generation of Plasma Rotation
Through the Controlled Loss of

Alpha Particles



Recall in previous presentations, I estimated that the power
required to generate useful plasma rotation by neutral beams
was excessive.

It is known that loss of alpha particles from a burning plasma can
lead to substantial rotation.

I estimate that rotation velocities up to ~ Mach .2- .4 are possible.

It is furthermore known that small non axi-symmetric magnetic
perturbations can lead to rapid radial loss of alpha particles.

This has never been seriously considered for reactors:

the lost alphas are deposited on the vacuum vessel causing high
localized heat loads and erosion.

( Loss of a few % of the alphas was considered unacceptable for
ITER).

Liquid walls could make this possibility practical.



Unexplored Possibiliities

If a tailored spectrum of magnetic perturbations is applied:

By adjusting the amplitude and pulsing the perturbations in time,
the radial loss rate could be reduced to the slowing down time, so
that most of the alpha energy is deposited in the plasma.

To generate rotation, the alpha must be redistributed within the
plasma but not necessarily lost. Very low loss rates may be
possible. (By maintaining “KAM surfaces” at the periphery of the
plasma).

Alternatively, it may be desirable to have most alphas lost with a
significant energy so that they penetrate into a moving liquid
surface, so helium can be entrained and eliminated.

Resonant magnetic perturbations strongly damp plasma rotation.
However, non resonant perturbations are effective at alpha
redistribution and loss: A carefully applied non-resonant spectrum
may avoid damping while causing rotation generation.

Finally, the perturbation spectrum might be varied to spread the
lost alphas over a large area and thus ameliorate localized
loads.

Alpha particle orbits can be calculated by fairly standard methods;
I will determine if the possibilities above can be realized



Additional increases in plasma � from
strong plasma rotation

In addition to stabilizing resistive wall modes,  plasma rotation can
substantially improve the plasma’s internal MHD stability, leading
to a substantial increase in stable beta

It is known that sheared plasma flow stabilizes such internal modes
(e.g. ballooning modes), but the effect is not large in tokamaks
with κ ~2 and aspect ratio ~ 3.

I estimate that the effect should be several times large at high
elongation (κ ~ 3 to 4) and at lower aspect ratio

Relatively little work has been done on toroidal plasma MHD
stability with plasma flows. (Some work at GA.)

Linjin Zheng and myself beginning to examining MHD plasma
stability with flow. GA codes will be used/modified if possible.

I addition, I have found a novel mechanism by which alpha particle
redistibution can lead to substantial current drive (without the need
for RF or neutral beams).  This can also increase the beta limit
significantly.

I believe a roughly factor of two increase in beta is possible.



Lower Bound on Surface Normal
Magnetic Field Damping

If liquid flow exactly followed a flux surface there would be no
damping from surface normal magnetic fields.

A lower bound on the attainable normal field is the positional
accuracy of the plasma.

In ARIES it was estimated that, with feedback, the plasma position
could be held to within about 1 cm (.7% of the minor radius)

Using realistic high bootstrap equilibria generated by TOQ (from
the GA MHD group), we numerically compute the surface normal
field caused by shifting the plasma radially or vertically.

Vertical shifts produce the largest surface field errors.  The rms
normal field is surprisingly small, .007T.  This is below the
estimated limit of .015T for Li used in the interim design report,
and even further below the equivalent limit of .03T for Sn.

Thus, with sufficiently careful feedback control of the plasma
shape, it may be possible to avoid the need for non-axisymmetric
insulating breaks.

However, large damping would arise from any nozzle flow normal
to the flux surface. This would arise in nozzles which are shielded
from the line of sight of the plasma.



Also, if the flow were used in the divertor, the flow would
necessarily cut across the flux surface. The damping from this
would be more serious.

TOQ does not compute the magnetic fields outside the plasma
surface.  However, a free boundary MHD equilibrium code has
been constructed which can evaluate this.



Free Boundary MHD code

New equilibrium code under construction to investigate APEX
relevant issues.

calculate size of hole in conducting shell needed for a
divertor (sets the elongation limit and thus the beta limit)

calculate feasibility of poloidal field coils needed for high
elongation cases

possibility of highly tailored poloidal fields in divertor region
to enhance feasibility of APEX goals

Examples of the latter include:

Tailoring the fields in the divertor region to minimize the poloidal
field in the region where magnetic flow damping could be serious

The code is running for simplified equilibria, but further
refinement is needed.

Preliminary results indicate that poloidal field coils can produce
highly elongated shaped plasmas without excessive coil currents or

placement close to the plasma



Most exotic possibility
I have found coil configurations where:

BOTH ‘legs’ of the separatrix can be giuded OUTSIDE the TF
field coils without intersecting them

The clearance with the coils appears sufficient to allow room for a
TF coil with appropriate cross section (i.e. current carrying
capacity and structure)

Advantages:
the divertor heat load could be handled in a region with low
B field (jets or droplets become easy to implement)

potentially unprecedented  flux expansion (several times
larger than in a conventional divertor)

a great deal of access for pumping for He removal

greatly reduced communication between the main plasma and
the power deposition region, minimizing vapor pressure
concerns from liquids

A New Strategy to Handle Surface
Heat Flux at High Wall Loads



This enables a strategy where as much of the alpha power as
possible is directed to the divertor rather than the first wall.

By eliminating radiating impurities only bremstrahlung gives a
surface heat flux on the first wall.  This can reduce the surface heat
flux by a factor of several.

By operating at a somewhat higher temperature, Bremstrahlung
can also be minimized.

I estimate that an order of magnitude reduction in the surface heat
flux on the first wall is possible.

This strategy is an alternative to developing components facing the
main plasma which can withstand high heat flux.

In addition, direct conversion becomes a possibility.  For D- He3
this could lead to a large reduction in the balance of plant costs.

(This is certainly an example of an advanced power extraction
technology)



Conclusions

Several strategies for resistive wall kink modes are possible.
Feedback may be needed for the n = 1 mode, whereas either
plasma rotation or flowing metal walls can stabilize higher n
modes.

Flowing Sn is significantly less stabilizing than flowing Li

In addition to wall flow, an new possible method which makes use
of liquid wall advantages is the generation of flow through the
controlled redistibution/loss of alpha particles

This could potentially allow higher beta by modifying the plasma’s
internal stability, and it might enable He entrainment

A more accurate treatment of MHD kink stability is required, and
is under development, to enable a better analysis of stabilization of
resistive wall modes and internal plasma modes, including wall
flow and plasma rotation.

It appears that feedback can potentially hold the shape of the
plasma with sufficient accuracy to eliminate the need for non-
axisymmetric insulating breaks

Initial results indicate that field coil tailoring may enable most of
the plasma surface heat flux to be dissipated  outside the TF coils,
leading to an order of magnitude reduction in the surface heat flux
on the first wall.


